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PROCESSES WITH INDEPENDENT INCREMENTS

ON A LIE GROUP(')

BY

PHILIP FEINSILVER

Abstract. The Lévy-Khinchin representation for processes with indepen-

dent increments is extended to processes taking values in a Lie group.

The basis of the proof is to approximate continuous time processes by

Markov chains. The processes involved are handled by the technique,

developed by Stroock and Varadhan, of characterizing Markov processes by

associated martingales.

1. Introduction. A stochastically continuous real-valued process x(t) with

independent increments satisfies

<e '«*(«>> _ exp Hm(t)-\i2A(t)

+ f        (e*"-l--^)M(t,du)
Jr-{0}\ 1 + ur ]■{0J1

where < > denotes expected value.

Here m(t) is a continuous function, A(t) is a nonnegative, increasing,

continuous function and M (t, du) is a weakly continuous, increasing family

of measures such that the integral of any bounded smooth function / with

/(O) = /'(O) = 0 is finite.

So the finite-dimensional distributions of x(t) are determined by these

three functions, parameters of the process, (m, A, M).

The question is how does this generalize to processes taking values in a

topological group? For locally compact abelian groups Fourier analysis can

be applied; this theory is done in [7]. See also [1]. For a discussion of this

theory and for a general survey of results up to 1966 concerning probability

distributions on topological groups, refer to the article [8].

The method adopted here is basically that developed by Stroock and

Varadhan [10] to deal with the Gaussian part. The method depends on the
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characterization of Markov processes by associated martingales; the funda-

mental theory for Markov processes in general was developed in [9].

To see the idea, suppose G is a Lie group. A stochastically continuous

process with independent increments, x(t), means, by definition:

1. x(0) = e with probability one.

2. Given any partition of [0, 1], 0 < r, < r2 < • • • < t„ < 1, the incre-

ments

*(/,), x(txylx(t2),..., x(tj_xyxx(tj),...

are independent random elements.

3. For every U, a neighborhood of e, P(x(s)~xx(t) £ U) converges to zero

as \s — t\ goes to zero, uniformly for s, t in [0, 1].

Suppose further that the process is time-homogeneous; that is, the distri-

bution of an increment x(s)~lx(t) depends only on t — s. Then x(t) is

certainly a time-homogeneous Markov process so that the family of operators

T(t) defined by T(i)f(x) = </(x(f)))* (0)_x f°rm a semigroup with an infini-

tesimal generator L, having a domain that contains C¿°(G)-smooth functions

with compact support. For/in Cfc°°, the semigroup formula

T(t)f(x)=f(x) + ('LT(s)f(x)ds

is equivalent to the statement that f(x(t)) — J'0Lf(x(s)) ds is a martingale.

The case of time-homogenous processes is treated by the semigroup method

in [5].
In the case of processes that are not time-homogeneous, the martingale

formulation readily generalizes. In the time-dependent case it is reasonable to

expect that a process may be characterized by the condition that f(x(t)) —

f'0L(s)f(x(s)) ds is a martingale for any /in C™. In such a case the process

can also be characterized by parameters (m, A, M), analogously to the case

G = R.
However, not all processes can be characterized directly by martingales.

For example, if z(0 is determined by martingales of the form suggested above

and m(t) is a continuous function, but not of bounded variation, then

x(t) — z(t)m(t) has no martingales due to the nondifferentiability of m(t).

Also a change in the time scale may be required. The thrust of the following

is that these are the only difficulties that arise. That is, modulo a nonrandom

change in the time scale and/or multiplication by a continuous function, all

stochastically continuous processes with independent increments are

determined by martingales of the type suggested. The basis of the proof is to

approximate the continuous time processes by Markov chains (random walks)

where the possible difficulties, such as controlling m(t), can be handled

directly.
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The paper is organized as follows. §2 consists of a detailed review of special

topics concerning Lie groups, weak convergence of measures, and martin-

gales. §3 consists of an exposition of the results. Their proofs comprise §§4-6.

Note. Most notations are standard or explained in passing. The following,

however, should be observed:

For (ß, f, P) a probability space and R in Lx(dP), <#> = JR. dP.

Similarly, </?>„ = jR dP„.

For % a sub a-field of f, (R ||fn) = expected value of R given <$„.

For a Lie group G, C¿° denotes the smooth functions with compact

support.

Ê denotes the complement of a set E.

A* denotes the transpose of the (real) matrix A.

2. Review of special facts.

a. Remarks on Lie groups [4], [13]. In the following, G is a Lie group of

dimension d with Lie algebra T, and G is assumed to be second countable as

a topological space. The elements £ of T are considered as left-invariant

vector fields (i.e., 'right' derivatives). For/in CK(G),

tfM - i f(xe«).

Choose {ij}x<J<d a fixed basis for T. Having chosen {I,}, take a coordinate

system (<b, W) around e, the identity element of G, such that:

1. W has compact closure.

2.<j> = (<f>„ ... ,<bd): G^Rd,4>(e) = 0.

3. &k,(e) - fy - lVi-j,0Hi+j.
Define the numbers p'¿ to equal £¡i;ft>k(e).

(1) Adjoint representation. An element m in G determines a C00 mapping,

the inner autmorphism, autm: G^>G defined by autm(x) = mxm~l. Since

autm(e) = e, a linear mapping Adm: T-*T is induced. With respect to the

basis {^.}, Adm can be expressed as a matrix satisfying

Adm(|,) = 2 Ad¡&.
fc-i

Recall that Adm has the following essential properties:

1. Adm is a homomorphism from G to End(F). That is, AdmAd„ = Ad,^,.

2. Adm is a smooth function of m.

3. autm(e'{) = me*m-1 = e'Ad»f.

(2) Taylor's expansion. Consider U a neighborhood of e, U c W. Let / be

in Ck°°. Since $: G -» Rd, the function g = /<í>-1 is in C °°(<í>( W)). Suppose a, b

are in U. Then Taylor's theorem for functions on Rd yields
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+ 5 S 2 (*,■(*) - *,(«)) (*,(*) - *,(*)) j^ («(a))

+*(«,*)-2 (*(*)-*>(«))*.

where R (a, b) is smooth in a and 6 and converges to zero uniformly for a, b

in U as \<j>(b) - <£(a)| goes to zero.

Denote dg(^(a))/d<bi by 8/(a)/3fc and 3%(*(fl))/a^a^ by 8y(a)/a*,a*y.
How can these derivatives be expressed using the Lie algebra, when a = e?

for the first order terms, set LJ = df(e)/d<bk. And for £,• = "2ajkLk, by choice
of <#>,

£A(E) = sjp = 2 a,A/, = öj,.

Thus, Lj/ = ^/(e). For the second order terms, set LJkf = d2f(e)/d<bjd4>k. The

operator DJkf = LJkf — £,4/(e) is actually a first order operator. Defining ß{k

by the relation DJk = 2,#*£- yields

Thus

Using these expressions, Taylor's formula can be written:

/(*) - m = 2 *,( W(e) + t 2 2 <M*H(*)fe - 2 Ptt* )/(e)
< I   J \ k J

+ 3rd order remainder.

(3) Functions of bounded variation. Suppose b(t) is a continuous function

from [0, 1] to G. The path {b(t): 0 < t < 1} is compact and so can be

covered by a finite number of coordinate patches (<bJ, NJ). b(t) is of bounded

variation by definition when each <¡¿(b(t)) is of bounded variation, equiva-

lent^, when each <p¿(b(t)) is of bounded variation as a function from R to R.

Suppose b(s) and b(t) are in the coordinate patch (\p, N). For/ in Ck°°,

f(b(u)) = f¡/~xi¡i(b(u)) for j < u < /. Since the composed functions fp~l:

Rd -» R and i^6: R -» Rd, the chain rule applies to yield

/(*(')) - /(*«) = j" 2  "Ir (6(«))flV>(6(«))

f 2 U(b(u))dbk(u),"* *=i
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where, defining ajk(u) by the equation

^(b(u)) = ^ajk(u)y(b(u)),

then

J

This can also be written invariantly as an equation of measures on [0, 1]:

df(b(t)) = 2 y(b(t))dbk(t).
k=l

b. Facts concerning weak convergence of measures [3], [11], [12]. The proces-

ses considered will correspond to measures on the space DG[0, 1] = (w:

[0, 1]-» G such that a(t + 0) and co(i - 0) exist for each t, u(t) = u(t + 0)

for / < 1, to(l) = co(l — 0)}. Properties of this space regarding weak conver-

gence of measures are exactly analogous to those in the familiar case G = R.

In particular, the following are important.

(1) Condition for compactness-uniform stochastic continuity. Let Pk be

measures on DG[0, 1] corresponding to processes xk(t). For any stopping

time t, let ¥T denote the o-field of events up to time t.

Define for any set E c G and T in [0, 1],

amount of time to exit from E starting from time T, except

co when the process does not exit from E by time 1.

Compactness Criterion. Suppose that for each neighborhood of e, U, and

compact sets C:

1. Pk(rx^a)U < 5||f0) < 4lu(k, 8) a.s.for every stopping time a < 1, and any

0 < 8 < 1 where It sup^^i/^A:, 5) = ^(5) such that Itg^^S) = 0.

2.

Í amoi

It    It sup (   sup  Xc (*('))) =°-

Then the measures Pk are weakly compact.

Compactness Lemma. In the above criterion, condition 2 may be replaced by

2a.

Pk(x(aylx(r;MU) E C; (rx\a)u < l)\\%) < ek(C)

for every U and a as above, where It supA._00ejt(C) = e(C) and ltCÎCe(C) = 0.

Proof. Define inductively:

Tl = Tl/> T2 = T*'(T,)t/> • ■ • » T„ + , = !■%„)[/,-
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Take U to be a neighborhood of e having compact closure. Choose K to be

any compact set containing U. And take C to be any compact set containing

U"K", for n > 0. Then, to exit from C, the process either makes n escapes of

size U or else takes a jump at least of size K so that the first exit from

x(tj_x)U is such that x(tj_x)~1x(tj) is in K and

(   sup  XcO(0))  < Pk[ 2 t, < 1] + nek(K)

where C|G as ATfG.

The first probability is estimated as follows:

Pkli.H'H'-MH-H")),
= <? ((«? T"||r„...,Tn_,)-exp

n-l

< *• Pk- (exPl 2  ^l) < ep£

by induction, where pk bounds (e~T'\\%_)k. So pk < I will allow control of

the first term. From condition 1 there is a \pv(k, 8) such that, on (2?t) < 1),

sup   (e-^||^_i)/t<sup[e-sP,(ry > o||ff J + /»¿(t, < SH^J]
i< y< n y

= sup[e-fi + (1 - e-s)Pk(Tj < 8\\%J]

< e~s + (I - e-s)^(k, 8).

And

p = It sup pk < ¿rs + (1 - e~s)± = |(1 + «"«) < 1
«-»00

by choosing 8 > 0 so that ^(5) < |. Thus,

It sup / sup Xc(x(')))  < eP" + fle(i^)»
¿-»oo   »    t ' k

where p < 1.

Choose n first, then K large to make the right-hand side arbitrarily small as

C|G.

(2) Bounded functionals and weak convergence. Let Fn(a) be uniformly

bounded functionals on DG[0, 1] converging to a bounded continuous F

uniformly on compact sets. Let Pn be any weakly convergent family of

measures with limit P. Let ^ be a bounded continuous functional.

Then ($F„yn converges to <<f>.F>.
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For, choose K compact such that sup„ Pn(K) is less than 8/(Cx + C^,

where

Then

suplico)|sup sup|F„(co)| < C,,   sup|<i>(w)| • \F(u)\ < C2.
una a

f<bFn dP„ - J4>F dP^ < fK\<¡>F„ - <pF\ dPn

+ (Cx + C2)P„(K)+\f<¡>F(dPn-dP)

< sup \4>F„ - <t>F\ +1 ($F(dP„ - dP) +8

for large compact K, and is less than 25 as n -» oo.

Note. Even if F is not continuous, (,4>Fn}„ converges to (<¡>F} as long as F is

bounded and P {w: F is not continuous at «} = 0, since then ¡(¡>F(dPn — dP)

still goes to zero as « -^ oo.

(3) Riemann approximations converge uniformly on compact sets. Let the

family of functions {xa(t)} be contained in a compact subset of DG[0, 1]. Let

/ be in Ck°°, and suppose v: [0, 1]-»R is continuous and of bounded

variation. Let {tj}N be partitions of [0, 1] such that AN = sup,<y<Ar|/,- — tj_x\

converges to zero as N -» oo.

Then 2jf(xa(tj_x))[v(tj) - v(tj_x)] converges to /¿/(xa(f)) dv(t) uniformly

in a as N-* oo.

To prove this, v can be assumed increasing by writing it as the difference of

two increasing functions. Furthermore, note that the functions f(xa(t)) are in

a compact subset of £>R[0, 1]. So,

/VK(0)*(0 -2/(*.(',-.))[>(',) - »(',-.)]•'O y

2/*/(*««)-/(*«(',-i)) <*>(')

< 2«/go(A*)(o(1) - «(0)) + 2 sup |/(x)| • 2 (v(bj) - v(aj))
XElG j

Uj(aj,bj)DJa + 8-(v(l)-c(0))

where u* is the DR[0, 1] modulus of continuity; and Js = {t: \f(xa(t + 0)) -

f(xa(t — 0))| > 8},consisting of isolated points, is contained in a finite union

of arbitrarily small intervals. These terms are small for large N by compact-

ness oîf(xa(t)) and continuity of v.

c. Quasi-martingales [2], [7], [11], [12]. A real-valued process is a quasi-

martingale by definition when it can be expressed in the form q(t) = p(t) +
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b(t), where p(t) is a martingale relative to some a-fields and b(t) is of

bounded variation. Meyer's uniqueness property implies the following:

Suppose that px(t) + bx(t) = p2(t) + b2(t) are twp representations of q(t),

where q, the p's and the b's are uniformly bounded in / and w and the è's are

continuous.

Then bx s b2 and px = p2.

3. Results.

a. Preliminary. Let G be a second countable ¿/-dimensional Lie group.

Choose a basis {^} for the Lie algebra T. Then choose a coordinate system

(<b, W) at the identity, e, satisfying:

1. Whas compact closure.

2.<t> = (<Pl,...,4>d):G->Rd-<j>(e) = 0.
3.^J(e) = ÔiJ = {liîi=j,0iîi^j}.

Define the numbers pku to equal ^j4>k(e). (Note below that p'¿ occur only in

the expression p'kJdA¡j where A¡¡ is symmetric. Choosing exponential coordi-

nates, — p'kJ = pi', so these terms disappear.) Furthermore, extend 4> to a

function in C^-smooth functions on G having compact support. U and F

generally will denote neighborhoods of e.

The basic probability space (ß, ÍF, P) is as follows:

1. Q - DG[0, 1] = {co: [0, 1] -> G such that w(t + 0) and co(i - 0) exist for

every t, u(t) = u(t + 0), t < 1, and w(l) = w(l - 0)}.

2- y = U,>0$ = U/>0Sr{«(i): 0 < J < t}.

3. F is a probability measure on (ß, <3).

Throughout, assume the notational correspondences x's to P's, v's to g's and

z's to Ä's between the paths of processes and their corresponding measures

onPG[0, 1].

Define a covariance function A(t) on [0, 1] to be a continuous family of real

d X d symmetric matrices such that:

1.^(0) «0.
2. A(t) — A(s) is positive semidefinite for all 1 > t > s > 0.

Define a Levy measure function M(t, dx) to be a (weakly) continuous

increasing family of a-finite measures on G such that:

l.M(0,dx) = 0.

2. For any bounded / in C°°(G) such that 0 =/(e) = £/(e), 1 < / < d,

Jf(x)M(t, dx) is finite (and continuous in /)•

In the following B(t) will generally denote a continuous vector-valued

function of bounded variation with components Bk(t), 1 < k < d.

b. Martingale Characterization Theorem. Let B(t) be a continuous

function of bounded variation, A (t) a covariance function and M (t, dx) a Levy

measure function.
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Then there exists a unique process z(t), equivalently a unique measure R on

DG[0, 1], such that for every f in C¿°,

f(z(t))-fL(ds)f(z(s))

is a martingale with respect to R, where

L(dt)f(x) = f        f(xz) - f(x) - 2 4>j(z)ZJ(x) ■ M (dt, dz)
JG-(e) j

+ \ 2 2 ty{x) ■ dA0(t) + 2 ij(x) • dBk (t).
Z    i     j k

The process z(i) is Markov and is furthermore a stochastically continuous

process with independent increments.

c. Uniqueness of Parameters Theorem.

1. Let z(t) be a process such that there are continuous functions of bounded

variation Ba(t), covariance functions Aa(t) and Levy measure functions

Ma(t, dx), a = 1, 2, such that for every fin Ckx,

f(z(t))-f'La(ds)f(z(s))
•'n/0

are martingales with respect to the (one) measure R on DG[0, 1], where La is

defined as in the characterization theorem.

Then Bx = B2,AX = A2 andMx = M2.

2. Let zx(t) and z2(t) be processes, as in Theorem 1, determined by parameters

Bx, A,, Mx and B2, A2, M2, respectively.

Suppose that zx(t) = z2(t)b(t) in distribution for some continuous function

b(t).Setß(t) = b(t)-\Then:

1. Mx(dt, dx) = M2(dt, b(t)dxb(tyx).

2.dAx(t) = AdmdA2(t)Ad*m.
3.b(t) must be of bounded variation and

dBXk(t) = ^lAà%)dB2J(t) + dbk(t)

■ /(**(*) -2*Xô(0*M0~>d#«>)A/,(«ï,«fe).

d. Limit theorem for uniformly small variables. Suppose for each

n > 0, « independent random elements XnJ, 1 < j < n, with corresponding

distributions FnJ are given. The XnJ are assumed to be uniformly small in the

sense that

It      max P(Xni G Ü) = 0,
n-»oo   l<7<„     \   v I

for every neighborhood U of t.
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Define corresponding means mnJ by the equation

**K)-/**(*) <«v(*)-
Define the centered variables YnJ to equal XnJm~x.

On [0, 1] define the following:

1. The mean functions: m„(0) = e, m„(t) = J$"2xmnj.

2. The covariance step-functions:

M
AS(t, U) = 2   f (*,(*) - ^(mnk))%(x) - ^(mnk)) • dF^x).

k-\JV

3. The measure-functions: M„(t, dx) = ~2["!}xFnj(dx).

4. Approximating xprocesses: x„(t) = E[f!}xXnJ.

5. Approximating centered processes: y„(t) = ÍTjÜ1, YnJ.

6. Write x„(t) = zn(t)mn(t), the product of a centered process and a mean

function. Define ZnJ so that z„(t) = Jlj'^Z^. The variables Z„j thus equal

m„((j - l)/n)Ynjmn((j - fyn)-*.

(Note that any family of partitions {tf} such that supjl^" — t"_x\ goes to zero as

n -» oo may be used, not just those of the form {j/n}. Also, [0, 1] is used

throughout as a generic fixed finite time-interval) Observe that x„(t),y„(t), and

zn(t) determine corresponding measures P„, Qn and Rn on DG[0, 1].

Theorem. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied:

1. {mn(t)} converges uniformly on [0, 1] to m(t).

2. {Mn(t, dx)} converges weakly, uniformly on [0, I], to a measure function

M (t, dx) in the sense that

ff(x)M„ (t, dx) ̂ jf(x)M(t, dx)

for any bounded continuous f that is identically zero on some neighborhood ofe.

3. For some U, a neighborhood of e, that is an M(\, dx)-continuity set,

{An(t, U)} converges uniformly on [0, 1] to a function A (t, U).

Then

1. a. m(t) is necessarily continuous.

b. M(t, dx) is a Levy measure function.

c. A(t, U)is of the form A(t) + {/ u^>i(x)4>J(x)M(t, dx)} for a covariance

function A (t).

2. The families {Pn}, {£?„}, and {Rn} are convergent to measures P, Q and

R, respectively, corresponding to stochastically continuous processes with inde-

pendent increments.

3. The limiting measure R is characterized by the condition that for every f in
/"CO.<-* •
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/(*(')) - f'f        f(z(s)m(s)zm(syl)-f(z(s))
J0 •'G-{e)

-^j(z)Dj(s)f(z(s))- M(ds,dz)
j

- \ Jf'2 2 (v,(s)Vj(s) - 2 ftM'))/(*to) • dAy(s)

is a martingale with respect to R, where rjj(s) = Adm(j)(|,).

4. For limiting measures R and P corresponding to paths z(t) and x(t),

respectively, x(t) = z(t)m(t) in distribution.

5. As in #4, x(t) is said to have a representation z(t)m(t) with parameters

(m,A,M).

If x(t) = zx(t)mx(t) = z2(t)m2(t) are two representations of x(t) with corre-

sponding parameters (mx, Ax, Mx) and (m2, A2, M^, then mx = m2, Ax = A2,

and M2 = M2.

e. Representation Theorem for Independent Increment Processes. Let

x(t) be any stochastically continuous process with independent increments. Then

there exist a continuous function m(t), a covariance function A(t) and a Levy-

measure function M(t,dx) such that x(t) has a representation z(t)m(t) with

parameters (m, A, M).

f. The proofs of the above theorems yield the following

Corollary. (1) Let xn(t) be step-function processes as in the limit theorem

with corresponding step-parameters (mn, An, Mn); or

(2) let xn(t) be processes having representations with parameters (mn, An, Mn).

Let x(t) be a process having a representation with parameters (m,A, M).

Then xn(t) converges to x(t) if and only if:

1. mn(t) converges uniformly on [0, 1] to m(t).

2. Mn(t, dx) converges to M(t, dx), away from e (i.e., as in the limit

theorem).

3. For U, a neighborhood oft and continuity set of M (I, dx), An(t, U) in case

(1) or, in case (2),

converges to

A{t)+[ju^{xMx)M(t,dx)^.
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4. The Martingale Characterization Theorem and the Uniqueness of

Parameters Theorem.

a. Martingale Characterization Theorem. Let B(t), a continuous vector-

valued function of bounded variation with components Bk(t), A(t), a

covariance function, and M (t, dx), a Levy measure function, be given.

Consider the condition that for every function/in Cj°°,

/(*(')) -/'/        S(z(s)z) - f(z(s))-^j(z)ijf(z(s))- M(ds,dz)
•TJ JG-{t) j

- \ f 2 2 *§/(*(*))• «a,(*) -/' 2 &(z(s))-dBk(s)
z   •'O     i     j •'O     k

is a martingale with respect to some measure R on £>c[0, 1]. The theorem is

that R exists and is unique.

It is convenient if M.(t, dx), A (t), and B (t) have densities with respect to t.

By a nonrandom rescaling of time this can be achieved. Such a rescaling,

inducing a one-to-one correspondence from £>G[0, 1] to DG[0, T], for some

finite T, preserves existence and uniqueness of measures.

Lemma 1. Absolutely continuous version of parameters. Given a continuous

function of bounded variation, B(t), a covariance function A(t), and a Levy

measure function M (t, dx), there is a continuous strictly increasing function i//

from [0, 1] onto some finite interval [0, T] and functions bk(t), a(t), and

m(t, dx), densities corresponding to a function of bounded variation, a

covariance function and a Levy measure function, respectively, such that the

martingales

/(Z (*(/))) - .T'Y    ,   f(Z(s)z)-f(Z(s))
J0        JG-{c}

-,2<¡>J(z)ÍJf(Z(s))-m(s,dz)ds
j

-TÍ*w2 2^(«/(z(í))ás
¿ •'o       ,■   j

-£(,)2bk(s)&(Z(s))ds
Jo      k

determine a unique process Z(t) on DG[0, T] if and only if a unique z process is

determined on DG[0, 1] by the martingales
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•'0 JG-{e)

-^j{z)ïjf(z(s))-M(ds,dz)
j

* •'O      /       j

-j'^iJ(z(s))-dBk(s).
J0   k

The processes are related as z(t) = Z(^(t)), Z(t) = z(\p~l(t)).

Proof. Choose /0 in C00 satisfying:

L/oOO = £/o(<0 - 0, 1< / < d.
2. {Dyf0(E)}, 1 < i,j < d, is a. positive definite matrix, where Dy = t-fe -

ZkPttk-
3. 0 < f0(x) < l,x¥*e.
Since f0(x)M(dt, dx) is, modulo a multiplicative constant, a probability

distribution of the two variables / and x, it factors into the conditional

distribution of x given t, m0(t, dx), times the marginal distribution of t,

F(dt)=jf0(x)M(dt,dx).

Define

a(t) = ̂ (r\t)), wo-^orw)
and

where

r Á   r'
*(i) = tr ¿(0 + ¡fo(x)M(t, dx) + 2   f |<*M')| + '•

Substitute into the expression for the z(t) martingales and rescale the time by

Note. The definition of ^ implies that

r d

tr a(t) + ff0(x)m(t,dx) + 2 IM0l< 1-
J k-l

In the following, then, replacing Z by z and [0, T] by the generic [0, 1],

consider a process z(t) corresponding to a measure R on Z>G[0, 1] with

respect to which for every/in C¿°,f(z(s)) — f'0L(s)f(x(s)) ds is a martingale,
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where

¿(O-/        U-l-2<¡>j(^)m(t,dz)

+ J2 2ötf(0^ + 2**(04.
¿    i    J k

where rz denotes right translation by z, that is, rj(x) = /(xz).

Now, for existence, approximating processes will be determined by ap-

proximating L(t) by operators generating Poisson processes.

Before proceeding, define the following:

1. For E c G, Cbcc(E) = {g6 C°°(£): g is bounded on £}. Denote

Q"(G) by just Q00. For g in C0°°(£), ||g||£ = suPjc6£|g(x)| and \\g\\Ep is a

bound on E for g and all (right) derivatives up through order p, when these

are uniformly bounded on E (for example when E is compact).

2. For suitable v(t, x) on [0, 1] X G, and any set E c G, define

||u||£= /   sup |u(r, x)| dt=   sup |u(f, x)|
■Aï   v c F v ff= #rx6£ ¿'(<ft)'0   x6£

Convergence of functions un to u in K — L1 means that ||ü„ — ü||c-»0 for

every compact C c G.

3. For suitable functions v(t, x) on [0, 1] X G that are smooth in x, define,

for E c G,

H£- sup |„(/,*)|,  IM|Jîl-|M|£+2lMI,
t,x e E i

and

WI£2=HUi+2 2||^||£.« j
Primary Lemma. Let v„(t, x) be measurable in t and x and smooth in x.

Suppose that, for n > 0,

1- \\vn\\Gisfinite.

2. \\v„\\K2 is finite for every compact K c G.

Then there are constants yx(m, C) and y2(4>, b, a, m), depending as indicated,

where C is any compact set containing a neighborhood of the origin, such that:

1. For each compact K,

\\L(t)vn(t,x)\\K< yx\\vn\\G+ y2\\v„\\KC2

where KC = {kc: k G K, c E C}.

2. y, decreases to zero and y2 is bounded as C increases to G, so that if, in

addition, supn>0||t)n||c < oo and It sup^oollüJI^ = 0 for every compact K c

G, then L(t)vn(t, x) converges to zero in K — Ll as n -» oo.
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Proof.

sup \L(t)vn(t, x)\ = sup
xeK xSK

f        %(t, xz) - vn(t, x)

-^<>j(^Mt,x)-m(t,dz)
j

+ \ 2 2 ^(tMMt, x) + 2 hiifo vn (t, x)
z i  j k

<INU2(tr «(') + 2 |ft*(0|) + (%|0 + WHaKhMt, c )

+ P+MflJHja-^C #) +^2 */(*)*(<> <fe)).

where t/ is a neighborhood of e and C is a large compact set containing U.

Integrating in t yields

\\L(t)vn(t,x)\\K<\\vn\\G-2M(l,C)

trA(l) + 2 f W')| «V + (2 + 2WC)M(1, Ü)
k  J0

Ju j

= Yll|tJ«||c + Y2ll°»lljCC2-

In the case \\v„\\G uniformly bounded and \\v„\\K2 converges to zero, choose C

large to control the first term and then choose n large to make the sum

arbitrarily small.

Define the following classes of generators:

£ = {L(t) corresponding to any appropriate set

of functions a(t), bk(t), m(t, dx)},

e, = JL(t) G ß: L(t) =f(rz - l)m(t, dz) + 2 2*<,(0«y

+ llo,"\\KC2

+ 2^*(0Ct w^tn ess SUP m('> C) finite >,
k 0</<l I

£, = [L(t) E e,: L(t) =/(rz - \)m(t, &)}
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and

£3 = {L(t) E £-,: m(t, dz) is a step function}.

Lemma 2. Corresponding to any generator L in £3 and every starting pair

(tQ, x0), there is a measure R on DG[0, 1] such that:

l.R{z(t0) = x0} = 1.

2. Fort > t0,fin Ckm,

f(z(t))-f'L(s)f(z(s))ds
Jto

is a martingale relative to R.

Proof. Since £ is a step-function of bounded operators, it generates a

(stochastically continuous) Poisson process having the required properties.

The transition probabilities for the process are determined by solutions to

du/dt + Lu = 0, u(T, x) = f(x); T in [0, 1], / in Ckœ given; which is solved

explicitly below (Lemma 9).

Lemma 3. Let R be a process on DG[0, 1] corresponding to_a generator L in

£. Let U and V be neighborhoods of e with compact closure, U C V. Let f = fu

and g = guv in CkK satisfy:

n.f(e) = 1.
f2. 0 < / < 1 on U.

i3.f=0offU
g\.g= Ion U.

g2. 0 < g < 1 on V.

"      g3.g = 0offV.
Then, for a any stopping time < 1 a.s. R,

1.

Rtfwu < TO <   sup    r(r+S)A1 sup \L(s)f(x)\ ds,   a.s. R
o<t<\Jt xeU

for any 0 < 5 < 1.

2.

R(z(oy1z(^(a)u)GV;(r:MU)<\\\%)<fl  sup  \L(s)g(x)\ds   a.s.R.
J°   xbU

Proof. Referring to Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 of [8a], the martingales f(z(t)) —

}'TL(s)f(z(s))ds and g(z(t)) — f'TL(s)g(z(s))ds relative to R are martin-

gales also with respect to the conditional distribution given %, the o-field of

events up to time a. So assume T = 0 (by translation), a = 0 (by the remark)

and z(a) = e (by translation). Then
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Rtfw < H%) = R(t0u<8)< ((1 -f(z(rl A«)))(t° < 5))

< (1 -/(>(t° AS))) < r8sup_\L(s)f(x)\ds,
0 x<=U

since by Doob's stopping theorem,

(1 -f(z(*°uA8))) = -(foTL(s)f(z(s))dsy

where t = t° A 8 A 1- Similarly,

R(z(aylz(r;MU) G F; (t/wi/ < l)||ff.)

= (x^(4T°)); (T& < 0> </' sup_|L(i)g(x)| A,

as above.

Lemma 4. Given L in £, to i?„ be measures on DG[0, 1], all starting at

(*o> •*<>)> corresponding to generators Ln in £ such that for every f in Q00,

\\LJ- Lf\\G->0asn^KX.
Then the measures R„ are compact and any limit point R satisfies the

condition thatf(z(t)) — /{ L(s)f(z(s)) ds is a martingale relative to Rfor every

fin C?.

Proof. For compactness, apply Lemma 3 and the Compactness Lemma of

part 2b, #1.

For condition 1 :

M«) = It sup ^(n, 8) - It sup   sup     f(T+S)Alsup\L„(s)fu(x)\ ds
n-»oo n-»oo   0<7-<I   JT x

<„i»tooilsUPl(L«(J) - LW)/l/Wl *
«-»OO Jq        x

rT+S

+ sup I        sup iL^/y (x)\ ds
T     JT X

^+S[m(s, Ù) +j*2.tf(z)m(s,dz)

+ 2\bk(s)\ + tra(s)\ds

which decreases to zero as SJ,0.

For condition 2:

Let AT be a compact set containing U, and set

T   JT

< constant • ||/||G2 • sup
T
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V = UKU = {uxku2: ux, «2 G U,kEK}.

Then, choosing guv = 1 on UK = {ù~k: U G U, k G K}:

It sup e„ = It sup I    sup \Ln(s)g(x)\ ds< j   sup \L(s)guv(x)\ ds.
j.-.« Jo xeU J° x<EÜ

Since g = 1 on U, the derivatives of g are zero there and, furthermore,

f   sup |L(i)g(x)| ds= \   sup ( I     _ (1 - g(xz))m(i,az))o5
^ xzU J° xeü\J***UK '

< M(\,K) = e(K),

decreasing to zero as K\ G.

Let R be any limit point of R„. Restrict to a subsequence of Rn converging

to R. The above conditions imply stochastic continuity of R since

R(z(s)~*z(t) £ U, \s - t\< 8)<ltjnf Rn^z(s)~1z(t) EU,\s-t\< S)

<lt sup sup R„(t*mu < 8\\%) < rp„(ô)
7I-»00 S

as above.

Now consider the martingales

pn(t)=f(zn(t))-fLn(s)f(zn(s))ds

for a general /in Q00. These are uniformly bounded functionals on DG[0, 1]

as seen in the above estimate for ^(.5) (take T = 0,8 = 1).

As a functional, f(zn(t)) = f(u(t)) relative to Rn and is independent of n.

The term

/„ = flLn(s)f(zn(s)) ds=fLn(s)f(U(s)) ds

(relative to Rn) and

f'sup\Ln(s)f(x)\ ds ->f'sup\L(s)f(x)\ ds
¿Ox' Jq    x   ' '

so that

/„->/= f'L(s)f(z(s))ds

as n -» oo, uniformly on compact sets of DG[0, 1].

Proposition.  For every  bounded continuous functional $ on  DG[0, 1],

<^)ft,W(w)) converges to <</>(w) p(t)(u)).

Proof. To apply part 2b, #2, check that R{z: f(z(t)) is not continuous at

z} = 0. Convergence of zn to z in DG[0, 1] means that there are continuous
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monotone increasing transformations X„ of [0, 1] such that z(Xn(t))  xzn(t)

converges to e and Xn(t) — t converges to 0 uniformly in / as n -» oo. And

\f(zn(t))-f(z(t))\

<\f(zn(t))-f(z(Xn(t)))\ + \f(z(Xn(t)))-f(z(t))\,

which for « large, U c W (coordinate neighborhood) is

< d\\f\\Wiá\*m*(U) + \f(z(Xn(t))) -/(*('))|.

and this last term goes to zero in probability by stochastic continuity of z.

The martingale property (p(t)\\<5s) = p(s), for s < t, is equivalent to

<<kju(/)> = ($sp(s)y for every 5,-measurable bounded continuous functional

<ps. Since pn(t) is a martingale,

and now apply the proposition, letting n -* oo, to get the martingale property

for p(t) relative to R.

Lemma 5. Let L be a generator in ^ Then there exists a sequence {Ln} c £3

such that:

1. For every g in Cb°°, Lng converges to Lg in K — Lx.

2. For every f in Ck, \\LJ - Lf\\G converges to zero.

Proof. L(t)g(x) = ¡g(xz) - g(z)- m(t,dz). Take trN to be the dyadic

partition of [0, 1] with spacing 2~N. And set LN(t) = L(t) conditioned on

% = 2/X*(0 • 2NfjL(s) ds, where /y = [(j - l)2-N,j2~N].
Then for t in L(t), K compact,

f dt sup\L(t)g(x)- LN(t)g(x)\
J xGK

= f dt sup   f[g(xz) - g(x)]   m(t, dz) - 2N f    m(s, dz) ds
J xGK J JIj(t)

<( dt \\g\\Gm(t,G)-2N{    m(s,G)ds
J Jij(>)

+ sup   I g(xz)m(t, dz) - 2N J      J g(xz)m(s, dz)
xeK J Jij(t)J

Set
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m

Then

X(t, x) = j g(xz)m(t, dz),

'N(t, dz) = 2N \     m(s, dz) ds,   and   XN(t, x) = f g(xz)mN(t, dz).
ij(0 J

-   .,K

\\LNg - Lgf<\\g\)G f dt\m(t, G) - mN(t, G)\ +|\ - X„|

The first term goes to zero since the averages of an L1 function converge to

the original function in L1. For the second term, let U be any neighborhood

of e with compact closure and let {Uxx,..., Uxn} be a finite cover of K.

Then
—     K      f , — ■

¡A - ¡Ul   < j dt   max \X(t, xj) - XN(t, xj)\
II II J 1 <7< n I I

+ f dt   max    sup ( \X(t, ux) - X(t, x)\ + \XN(t, ux/j - XN(t, xM).

The first term again goes to zero as above. The second term is

< 2 j dt f sup   sup  \g(uxz) - g(xz)\m(t, dz).
J       J   xeK ueu

And, choosing C compact such that M(1, C) < 8/2\\ g\\G,

j dt j   sup   sup \g(uxz) — g(xz)\m(t, dz)

< j dt j   sup   sup \g(uxz) — g(xz)\m(t, dz)
'C xSK  ueü

+ 2\\g\\GM(l,C)<28

as Ul{e) by uniform continuity of g on UKC. #1 follows. Similarly, for/in

COOk  '

\\LNf- L/f< ||/||G/ dt\m(t, G) - mN(t, G)\ +¡Xf - ^f.

But, for K compact, F = support of/,

IK - hA  = Í dt SUP   f/(xz)[w('> dz) - mN(t, dz)}
11 J xBG\J

< [ dt sup   f f(xz)\m(t, dz) - /%(/, dz)]
J x£G   JK L J

+ I dt sup   I /(xz)[/w(i, dz) — mN(t, dz)]

< j dt     sup      //(xz)rm(i, a"z) — mN(t, dz)]
J XBFK-'   JK

so that #2 follows just like #1.

+ 211/11 CM(1,¿)
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Lemma 6. Any L in £, can be approximated by generators {Ln} c £^ as in

Lemma 5.

Proof. Let g„(t, dx) be a Gaussian measure on Rd with mean m =

(m,, . .., md) and covariance (ctf) where

™*-£(**(')'+2 2P*%('))   and   c,-± «,(/).

Recall that ¿>¿(f) and tr a(t) are bounded.

For (<f>, W) the standard coordinate system at e, let pn(t, dx) = gn\$(w) and

set G„(t, A) = />„(/, <¡>(A)), îoiA c »F.

Define

Ln(t) = /('* - \)(m(t, dz) + nG„(t, dz)).

Then for a neighborhood of e, TV c W, by Taylor's expansion,

sup|L(r)g(x)- Ln(t)g(x)\
x<=K

< sup
x£K

\ 2 2 aff(0fi$*(*) + 2M')te(*)2 *'    ./

- / 2 **(*&*(*) + i 2 2 *,(*)*,(*)

íSj-2pí% g(x)\nGn(t,dz)

+ II Sll jowdiam *(#) • f 2 <Í>*(^)«G« C> ¿0
•'AT ¿

+ 2||g||c/íGn(í, WW). ^_^

The boundedness of bk(t) and tr a(t) implies that gn(t, <1>(N)) goes to zero

exponentially as n -> oo. So,

\tmp\\L(t)g(x)- Ln(t)g(x)
n—»oo

<   It   constant (a*) • HgH*^
/I—»00

M0 + 2 2p/%(0
!</<</

• (diam <i>(A/) + 1) + diam <|>(./V) •   sup   tr a(t)
0</<l

= constant (d) ■ \\g\\KN3- diam <¡>(N)-   sup   tra(f).
o</< i
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Since JV is arbitrary, lt^J^g - Lg\\K = 0. For / in C¿°, replace the
bound Hg||¿„.a by ||/||C3.

Lemma 7. Any L in £ may be approximated by generators {Ln} c £, as in

Lemma 5.

Proof. Set

4.C) =l0[r2 - 1 -24>j(z)^m(t,dz)

+ 2 2«i,('tè$ + 2**C)&
/ j k

-J^-iKiUj + SS«^
« j

+ 2(**(0-/¿.*kW«(í.A)k,

where [/„ are neighborhoods shrinking to e and /w„(?, tfz) = xoS2^"1^1, dz)-

Note that m„(í, G) = m(t, U„) is finite since it is bounded by

(l/"o,«)//o(*Mi> dx) where «0>n = inîxeuJo(x) > °- And

||L(/)g(*) - Ln(t)g(x)f < (constant)- llgll^i/^ 2*/(^)A/(l,«z)J

by Taylor's expansion. For/in C¿°, the bound ||/||c2 replaces ||g||jci/.2-
Finally,

Lemma 8. Existence of R. Let L be in £. Then, for every starting pair (t0, x0),

there exists a measure R on DG[0, 1] such that:

l.R{z(t0) = x0} = l.

2. For fin Ckœ,t > t0,

f(z(t))-('L(s)f(z(s))ds

is a martingale relative to R.

Proof. By Lemma 2, there exists a process for every L in t¡. Apply

Lemma 4 to generators L in £3 that approximate L. This is possible by

Lemmas 5-7.

For uniqueness, consider the problem TP: Given an L in £, T in [0, 1] and

/in Ck°°, does there exist u(t, x) on [0, 1] x G such that:

1. || «||c is finite.

2. u(t, x) and its derivatives in x are jointly continuous in t and x.

3. \\L(t)u(t, x)\\K is finite for every compact K c G.
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4. For 0 < s, t < T,

u(t, x) — u(s, x) = — f L(a)u(a, x) da;    u(T, x) = f(x).
•'s

Lemma 9. TP is solvable for Lin £3.

Proof. On [0, T], L(t) = Xf_ ,X/ (t)Lj, where LJs are bounded operators

on Cb°°, since

\\LjS(x)\\GASs(xz)-g(x)-mj(dz) < 2||g||c sup mj(G),

where m,- = X/W. For /, = ({,_,, /,], A,. = iy- — *,_,, define, for / in Ik, k(t) =

/: and S(t) = tk - t (or T - t if t is in Z^).

Then

v(t, x) = eH')Lku- - • e^-i^-te^^/ix)

satisfies property #4. (For integrability of L(a)u(a, x), see below.)

Proposition. £ac/¡ Lj generates a contraction semigroup on C¿°.

Proof. Let L be an Lj and let g be in C/0. Then

Lg(x) =fg(xz) - g(x) • m(dz) = XJg(xz) - g(x) • p(dz),

where Jp(dz) = 1. So \fg(xz)p(dz)\ < ||g||c, and

\e'Lg(x)\ = exp Xr[/ rzp(dz) - l] -g(*)|

-«-* 2  ^r |(f^(^)) *(*)| < II illc-

Property #1 follows, ||t>(r, x)||G < ||/||c. Since L acts on the right, L

commutes with left derivatives, £L, of any order. And the semigroups e,L>

commute with £L. Thus, u(t, x) = £Lv(t, x) exists and satisfies property #4

with u(T, x) = %Lf(x), and ||£¿t;||c < ||Ií/||c as above. On compact subsets

of G, right derivatives can be bounded in terms of left derivatives. Thus,

\\v\\K2 is finite for every compact K c G. Property #3 now follows by the

Primary Lemma. And, for any v satisfying #1, #3 and #4, by the estimate

in the Primary Lemma and uniform boundedness of the space derivatives of

v, for x and y in a compact set,

|t>(r, x) - v(s,y)\ = \v(t, x) - v(s, x) + v(s, x) - v(s,y)\

<j L(a)v(a, x) da +\v(s, x) — v(s,y)\

is bounded by a constant times (/ — í)(||ü||c + HuU^^ + es(x,y) where y is
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in K, a compact set containing a neighborhood of x, C is a compact set

containing a neighborhood of e, and ei(x,y)-»0 as x~y converges to e

uniformly in s, depending only on the boundedness of the first derivatives in

x of v on [0, 1] X K.

This is property #2.

Lemma 10. TP is solvable for L in £.

Proof. Suppose L is in £j. Take Ln converging to L as in Lemma 5.

Let un be the solution corresponding to Ln. Then as in proof of Lemma 9,

||h„||g and ||t/J|jf2 are uniformly bounded in n. The proof then shows that,

furthermore, the un are equicontinuous. Apply the Ascoli-Arzela Theorem to

u„ and a similar argument to the left derivatives £Lun to conclude that there

exists a smooth u satisfying properties #1, #2 and #3 such that supn>0||w„

— w||G is finite and \\u„ — u\\K3 converges to zero as n -> oo.

Finally,

||L„»n - Luf<\\(Ln - L)(u„ - u)\\K+\\Lnu - Luf+ \\L(u„ - u)f.

The bounds in the proofs of Lemmas 5 (and 6 and 7) of the type ||g||c,

|| g\\K2, and || g\\K3 for the functions un — u and u are uniform in / so that the

corresponding estimates are valid. The first two terms thus go to zero, and the

Primary Lemma applies to the third term.

So TP is solvable for L in £2. By applying Lemmas 6 and 7 in similar

arguments, it follows that TP is solvable for all L in £.

The existence of solutions to TP will yield the uniqueness of R for a given

L. Assume an L in £ is given. R is any measure corresponding to L, as in

Lemma 8.

Lemma 11. Let u(t, x) be jointly C°° in t and x such that u(t, x) = 0 for x

outside of some compact set. Let R be as in Lemma 8, starting at (/0, x0). Then

u(t, z(t)) -j'^ (a, z(a)) + L(a)u(a, z(a)) ■ da

is a martingale relative to Rfort > t0.

Proof. For t > s > t0,

(u(t,z(t))-u(s,z(s))\\<$s)

= ("('> *(')) - "('> *(*))ll$) + "('> z(s)) - u(s, z(s))

-/' L(w)u(t, z(w)) + -^ (w, z(s)) • dw
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+ j   L(w)u(t, z(w)) — L(w)u(w, z(w)) ■ dw
•'s

+I' fv" (w>z(s))-^;(w>z(w»-dw-

Since au/dw is in Ck°°(G) for each w and L(w) commutes with differentiation

in time, the 'error' terms

ff'L(w) |J (a, z(w)) da dw-fJ™L(o) J^ (w, z(a)) do dw

vanish since the first integral is over {s < w < a < /} and the second is over

{í<a<w<í} and a and w are switched in the second integral.

Lemma 12. Let u(t, x) be a solution of TP for L. Then, relative to any Rfor

any starting pair (t0, x0), u(t, z(t)) is a martingale, for t0 < t < T.

Proof. Translate time so t0 = 0.

Let ^K(x) be in C°°(G) such that:

!• $k(x) = 1, for x G K, a compact set.

2.0 < fa < 1.
3. The support of fa is in K', a compact set containing K.

Let, on R, pe(t) be an approximate S-f unction with support that shrinks to

zero as e goes to zero.

Now define

"**('> x) - ^k(x)Ju(í - s, x)pe(s) ds.

uKt is smooth in / and x and has compact support in x. Lemma 11 implies

that

«*('.*(')) -/'ir (5'zW) + L(*)u»(*. *('))•*

is a martingale.

Proposition. Sei HÄ(r, x) =» fa(x)u(t, x). Then

uK(t, z(t)) + [ fa(z(s))L(s)u(s, z(s)) - L(sH(i, z(s)) • ds

is a martingale.

Proof. The martingale property will hold if
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Il: sup\uKe(t, x) - uK(t,x)\ +
ej.0    x
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3m*
^(t,x) + fa(x)L(t)u(t,x)

+\mt>KÁt>x)-L(o»K(t>x)

equals zero.

First term.

supKe - uK\ < f sup \u(t - s, x) - u(t, x)\pe(s) ds
x J  xEK'

< sup \u(t - s, x) - u(t, x)\ + 2\\u\\G- [     pe(s) ds

\s\<8

which goes to zero as e|0 by uniform continuity of u on [0, 1] X K', choosing

ô appropriately. The second term is identically zero for small enough e such

that support(pc) c [ — 8, 8].

Third term. The above argument applies to uKe — uK and derivatives up to

second order. The estimates in the proof of the Primary Lemma therefore

apply, in this case to || ||G.

Second term.

- faiù/dt = fa(x)JL(t - s)u(t - s, x)Pe(s) ds.

And the second term equals

j sup \fa(x)\ \j(L(t - s)u(t -s,x)- L(t)u(t, x))pc(s) ds dt

<[[       sup \L(t - s)u(t - s, x) - L(t)u(t, x)\pe(s) ds dt,
J J\s\<8x<=K'

when support(pe) c [ — 5, 5].

For each s, consider

Xs(t) = sup |L(f - s)u(t - s, x) - L(t)u(t, x)\.
x£K'

This may be written

sup \L(t + h)u(t + h, x) - L(t)u(t, x)\,
xSK'

which is bounded by
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sup
xeK'

fu(t + h, xz) - u(t + h, z) - 2 <t>j(z)ZjU(t + h,z)- m(t + h, dz)
J J

- [u(t, xz) - u(t, z) - 2 <S>j(z)ijU(t, z) ■ m(t, dz)
J J

+ 2 2M' + *)-ty(0|-H«lhra
i     j

+ 22M' + *)|K' + *.*)-«C*)ll«
i j

+ 2\bk(t + h)\\\u(t + h,x)-u(t,x)\\K.x

+ 2\bk(t + h)-bk(t)\-\\u\\K,x.
k

For each x after integrating in t, these latter terms go to zero with h, since Lx

functions are continuous in the L1 norm, and by uniform continuity of u(t, x)

and its derivatives in x on [0, 1] X K'. The first term can be written, writing

Ux for the integrands,

sup
x£K'

[Ux(t + h, z)m(t + h, dz) - Ux(t, z)m(t, dz) ,

which goes to zero in Lx(dt) if

f\Ux(t,z)-Uy(t,z)\m(t,dz)

goes to zero in L\dt) uniformly for x~xy near e (see the proof of Lemma 5

for X — XN). And

fdtj\Ux(t,z)-Uy(t,z)\m(t,dz)

<[ dt f\Ux(t,z)- Uy(t,z)\m(t,dz) + 2supUx(t,z)M(\,C).
C x,t,z

Choose C to be a large compact set containing a neighborhood of e; the U

term is small by uniform continuity of u and its derivatives on [0, 1] X K'C.

Thus, ||XJ(0||ii goes to zero as j -> 0. Then

f dt [     \(t)Pe(s)ds < sup \\Xs(t)\\L,
J J\s\<S \s\<$

goes to zero with 5. So,

uK(t, z(t)) + f'fa(z(s))L(s)u(s, z(s)) - L(s)uK (s, z(s)) ■ ds

is a martingale.
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Proposition. Fix H, a compact set, and let th equal the first exit time of

z(t)from H. Then u(t A rH, z(t A Th)) 's a martingale.

Proof.

«*(' A rH, z(t A rH))

+ f'ArHfa(z(s))L(s)u(s, z(s))-L(s)uK(s, z(s)) ■ ds
•'O

is a martingale. And the martingale property will be preserved as K increases

up to G if

¿¡(¡(M A T"' z(l A T")) " "(' A T"' z('A T"ïï\)

+ \\fa(x)L(t)u(t, x) - L(t)uK(t, x)||"= 0.

The first term goes to zero as K1G, since it is bounded by \\u\\G' R(z(th) £

K). And, for K d H,

f dt sup \fa(x)L(t)u(t, x) - L(t)uK(t, x)\

= \\L(t)(u(t,x)-uK(t,x))f.

As K increases up to G, u — uK satisfies the hypotheses of the Primary

Lemma, since for any compact set C,

II« - "*Hc2-0   íotK ^ c-

Now, u(t A rH> z(t A Tu)) is a martingale for every compact H. Since the

z's are paths in DG[0, 1], sup^ = oo. Letting H\G, the uniform bounded-

ness of u implies that u(t, z(t)) is a martingale on [0, 1].

Lemma 13. u(t, x) is unique. That is, ifu(t, x) and v(t, x) are solutions ofTP

for a given T andf, then u = v.

Proof. The difference A = u — v is a solution of 77* on [0, T] X G with

/ = 0. So A(t, z(t)) is a martingale for any measure R corresponding to L, as

in Lemma 8. For R (z(s) = x) = 1,

A(s, x) = <A(0, z(0))> = <A(r, z(T))y = </(z(F))> = 0.

Lemma 14. Let Rx and R2 be two measures such that for some starting pair

(s, x),j = 1,2:

l.Rj{z(s) = x} = 1.

2. For every f in Cfc°°,

f(z(t))-f'L(s)f(z(s))-ds
Js

is a martingale relative to (both of the) Rj.
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Then

</(*(*•»>,- </(2(r))>2>

for every fin Cfc°° and s < T < 1.

Proof. As in Lemma 13,

(fi*(T)))j- {<T,z(T)))r <U(0,z(0))).= u(s,x).

Since compact sets generate the Borel sets of G,

(xA(z(T)))sx=7r(s,x,T,A)

is well defined for every s, x, T and A. The theorem will follow from the fact

that R determines a Markov process with uniquely determined transition

probabilities ir(s, x, T, A).

Theorem. R is unique.

Proof. Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 of [8a] imply that for any a in [0, 1] and

u(t, x) a solution of TP, there is a regular conditional probability X° on [0, 1].

This implies that z(t) is a Markov process: for T > a, X°(z(T) G S) should

equal ir(o, z(a), T, S). For/in Ck°°, approximating compact S, as in Lemmas

13 and 14,

Take/'s, 0 < / < 1, converging to Xs'< tnen

(Xs(z(T)))K= R(z(T) G S\\%) = {Xs(z(T)))a2{a) = ir(o, z(a), T, S)

as required.

Remark. All of the above processes determined by B,A, M martingales

have independent increments, as is immediately seen since these are Markov

processes where the transition probabilities ir(s, x, t, xA) are independent of

x; equivalently, the generator L(t) is spatially homogenous.

b. Uniqueness of Parameters Theorem.

Theorem 1. Let z(t) be a process as in the characterization theorem such that

for every f in C¿°, a = 1, 2,

f(z(t))-('La(ds)f(z(s))

are martingales relative to the (one) measure R on DG[0, 1].

La(dt) -fir, - 1 - ^j(z)^Ma(dt, dz)

+ 2 2Ci^«,i/(0 + 24^a,,(o.
t j k

Then Bx = B2,AX = A2 andMx = M2.
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Proof. By Lemma 1 of §a (the characterization theorem), the generators

can be assumed to be of the form La(t) with corresponding densities ba, aa

and ma; a time change valid for both L's at once can be effected by adding

the xp's for the individual generators together (see proof of Lemma 1, §a).

By Meyer's uniqueness property for quasimartingales (cf. part 2c, # 1),

/ Lx(s)f(z(s)) ds= j L2(s)f(z(s)) ds   a.s. identically in t.
•*o •'o

Pick f (t) such that R(N^t)) > 0 for every neighborhood A^(/) of f (t) in

DG[0, 1]. Since }'0(LX — L2)(s)f(u(s)) ds is a bounded continuous functional

onDG[0, 1],

f'Lx(s)f(i;(s)) ds=('L2(s)f(i;(s)) ds

for every/in Ck°°, identically in /.

By Lebesgue's Theorem on differentiating integrals,

¿i(0/(f(0) - *»(0/Cf(0) «•«•<
where the null set depends on/.

Since Ck°° is separable, a single null set E of i's can be chosen that works

for all / in Ck°°.

For t E E, choose/ in C" such thatf(x) = g(Ç(t)~xx) with g identically

zero on a neighborhood of e. Then

M0/tf(0) =fg(z)mx(t, dz) = L2(0/(?(0) 'jg(z)m1(t, dz).

Thus, /M,(r, öjc) = w2(r, az).

Now take

fj(x)~4>j(s(tylx) and /M(x) = ̂ (o-^K(no_,4

Then

(Lx(t) - L2(t))fM(t;(t)) = 2(aXj>q(t) - a2j)q(t)) = 0.

And

(L,(o-L2(ouaw)

= fti/0 + 2 2*&W)-M0 - 2 2p>2)M(0
P    q PI

= bXJ(t) - b2J(t) = 0.

Lemma 1. Let z(t) be a process determined by martingales of the form

f(z(t))-(L(ds)f(z(s))

as in Theorem 1.
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Let b(i)be a continuous function of bounded variation.

Then for any f in Ck,

f(z(t)b(i)) -f'Adß(s)L(ds)f(z(s)b(s)) -f'^y(z(s)b(s)) dbk(s)

is a martingale, where ß(t) = b(t)~x, and

AdßML(ds)f(xb(s)) = f f(xzb(s)) - f(xb(s))

-l<Pj(z)Adß(Sj)f(xb(s)) ■ M(ds, dz)
j

+ \ 2 2 Ad^ß) hAßJ&)S(xb(£)) ■ dAtj(s)
L    i      j

+ 2 AdßM(Ck)f(xb(x))dBk(s).
k

Proof. {6(0» 0 < í < 1} is compact so ihaXf(xb(t)) = u(t, x) satisfies the

hypotheses of Lemma 11 of the preceding section in the case b(t) is smooth.

Approximate b(t) uniformly on [0, 1] by smooth bn such that the bn converge

weakly as measures on [0, 1] to db (cf. part 2a, #3). Martingales are

preserved in the limit.

Following Lemma 11, the term (3/30 f(z(s)b(s)) becomes

2k%kf(z(s)b(s))dbk(s) since the time differentiation applies just to the '6'

variable.

In applying L(ds), r2 and the right derivatives apply just to the V variable.

Setting g(x) = f(xb) yields

&(x) = j-t | f(xbe<M¿) = Adßtf(xb),       ß = b-\

Lemma 2. Let zx(t) and z2(t) be processes as in Lemma 1 corresponding to

functions BX,AX, Mx and B2, A2, M2, respectively. Suppose that zx(t) = z2(t)b(t)

in distribution for some continuous function b(i). Then b(t) is of bounded

variation.

Proof. Let R2 denote the measure on DG[0, 1] corresponding to z2(0- For

any/inC*00,

(f(*2(0Ht))-f(z2(s)b(s)m)

= (f(z2(t)Hi))-f(z2(s)b(t))\\fs)+f(z2(s)b(t))-f(z2(s)b(s)).

Then (see Lemma 1)

^Lx(do)f(z2(o)b(o))do = j\dßU)L2(do)f(z2(o)b(t))

+f(z2(s)b(t))-f(z2(s)b(s))   a.s.%
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For U a neighborhood of e, and

K - (2 + M c)(  sup     sup   |Adgw| + l) ,
^0</<l Kij<d I

\f(z2(s)b(t)) - f(z2(s)b(s))\ < C||/||C2(*(/) - *(*))

for some constant C depending only on d and Xb with $ a bounded increasing

function. This holds a.s. R2. Now consider E, = {x: R2(z(t) G A^) > 0 for

every neighborhood of x, Nx}. By continuity of/,

sup \f(xb(t)) -f(xb(s))\ < C||/||G2(4»(0 - «(*)).

Since G is second countable, E, is nonempty for every t.

Given/in Ck°°, and 0 < s < / < 1, take x in is,. Then

|/(¿W) ~f(Hs))\ =\f(x-*xb(t))-f(x-lxb(s))\

= \fx(xb(t)) -fx(xb(s))\ < C- ||/J|C2(*(0 - *(*))

-c ii/iiC2(*(0 - *(*))•

where/.(z) = /(x~'z) is in Cf.

Thus, ¿(0 is of bounded variation (see part 2a, #3).

Theorem 2. Let zx(t) and z2(t) be processes determined by martingales

corresponding to parameters Bx, Ax, Mx and B2, A2, M2, respectively. Suppose

that zx(t) = z2(t)b(t) in distribution for some continuous function b(t).

Then:

1. Mx(dt, dx) = M2(dt, bO)dxb(t)-1).

2. dAx(t) = AdmdA2(t)Ad*m.
3. b(t) must be of bounded variation and

dBXk(t) = ^AdkJU)dB2J(t) + dbk(t)

j

+ /(**(*) - 2 ^(b(t)zb(tyx)Ad^t)j ■ Mx (dt, dz).

Proof. Apply Lemma 2, Lemma 1 and Theorem 1.

1. Note that, substituting z -» b(s)zb(s)~x,

Jf(xzb(s)) -f(xb(s)) - 2*y«Ad,w($)/(*6(j)) ■ M2(ds, dz)

= jf(xb(s)z)-f(xb(s))

-I¡<¡>j{b(s)zb(sy1)Ad/3iSJ)f(xb(s)) M2(ds, b(s)dzb(syl).
j
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UjdAXJJ(t) = 22 Ad%)Adííu)dA2tkl(t).
k     I

3. The last term is the correction for #1. Observe that the integrand in this

last term is uniformly bounded and is of second order in z at e.

5. Limit theorem for uniformly small variables.

a. The set-up. For each n > 0, n random elements XnJ with corresponding

distributions FnJ are given. The family Xnj satisfies:

1. Independence-for fixed n, XnJ, 1 < j < n are independent.

2. Uniform smallness-for every neighborhood of e, U,

It     max P(Xnl G Ü) = 0.
n-»oo Kj^n     v    J '

Define the means mnJ by the equation

4>ÁmnJ)=¡<?k(x)dFnJ(x).

They are well-defined elements of G, in fact of W, for n sufficiently large,

since

,^J^K)| <^x\<b(u)\+ümx\<b(x)\-P(XnJ G Ü).

Kk<d

Thus <¡>(mnJ) G <$>(W) for all large n; and mnJ are uniformly close to £ as

n -» oo. Define mean functions

[nú

mn(t)= II mnj,       m„(0) = e,
J-i

and covariance step-functions

A¡¡(t, U) = 2  / (4M - *,(«,*))(*,(*) - *>("-*)) • ¿F«*'

Ai](0,U) = 0.

Note that ^"(i, U) — ̂ "(j, Í/) are positive semidefinite matrices for all

0 < s < t < 1, and that

\A¡¡(t,U)-Atí»(s,U)\

<\(AS(t, U) + AJ>(t, U) -A,?(s, U) - AJ¡(s, U))

for s < t. The mean and covariance determine the Gaussian part of the limit

process.

The measure functions

Ut]
Mn(t,dx)= ^Fnj(dx)
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determine the jumps of the limit process.

The centered variables

Ynj = Xnjm-x   and   Znj - mn( ^— j YnJmn( ̂— J

correspond to 'infinitesimal' and 'macro' centerings, respectively. Denote the

distribution of Ynk by Gnk.

Approximating processes are

Int] Int]

xn(t) = II Xnj,  yn(t) = n Y^
J-i J=\

and

\nt\

zn(t) = xn(t)mn(tyx= Uznj.
J-l

These correspond, respectively, to measures P„, Q„, and R„ on DG[0, 1].

Hypotheses for convergence are the following:

1. mn(t) converges to m(t) uniformly on [0, 1].

2. M„(t, dx) converges weakly, uniformly on [0, 1], to M(t, dx), a measure

function, in the sense that

ff(x)Mn(t, dx) ->jf(x)M(t, dx)

for any bounded continuous / that vanishes identically on a neighborhood of

e.

3. A,"(t, U) converges to A0(t, U) uniformly on [0, 1] for some neigh-

borhood of e, U, that is a continuity set of M (1, dx) and which a fortiori is a

continuity set for all M(t, dx), 0 < t < 1.

Preliminary Lemmas.

l.m(t) is continuous.

2. M(t, dx) is a Levy measure function.

3.A(t, U) is of the form

A(t) + Ui,(x)4,j(x)M(t,dx)\

for a covariance function A(t).

Proof. 1. Since the increments mnk are uniformly near e as «-» oo, and

m„(t) converges uniformly to m(t), m(t) is continuous.

2. Let U be any neighborhood of e; U c V a fixed neighborhood. Set

s(x) = 2j_x<t>2(x). Then
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f_s(x)Mn(t, dx) < fj(x)Mn(l, dx) = ([.+(. \s(x)Mn(l, dx))
Ju Ju \Juv   Juvl

<trAn(\, V) + 2^m^J<bJ(mnk)\^

\<j<d

(l + max|<K*)|Wn(l, Ü) + f_s(x)Mn(\, dx).
V XE.G ' Jy

By uniform smallness of mnk and convergence of Mn(t, dx), letting n—>co

first,

It    f s(x)M(t, dx) < trA(l, V) + fs(x)M(l, dx),
Ui{e) J(¡ JV

since the right-hand side is independent of U c V.

Continuity of M(t,dx) follows by uniform convergence of Mn(t,dx),

similar to the proof for m(t).

3. Continuity of A (t, U) follows by uniform convergence, similar to the

proof for m(t). Then continuity of A(t) will follow from that of A(t, U) and

M(t, dx). Let N c U, N an M (1, dx) continuity neighborhood of e.

A„(t, U) - An(t, N) converges to {/UÑ<j>i(x)<bJ(x)M(t, dx)}. Thus, the limit

An(t, U) - { j^(x)^(x)M(t, dx) j

is independent of U for all sufficiently small continuity neighborhoods 17 of e.

Call the common limit A (t). Then since M (t, dx) is a Levy measure function,

A (t) = ltjmgj-d (t, U) is a covariance function, positive-definiteness being

preserved in the limits n -» oo, t/j{e}.

b. Compactness for {y„(t)}.

Lemma 1. Let f be in C". Define

{t, nt is an integer,

([nt] + \)/n,    nt not an integer.

Then, with respect to Qn, the process

Vn(t)=f{yn(Ut)))

-f//(,(^W-/(,(^)K<,)
is a martingale relative to the a-fields %ity where % = {u(s), 0 < s < t,

wE DG[0, 1]}.

Proof. For (j - \)/n < t < j/n, (j - 2)/n < s < (j - l)//i,
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(pn(t) - ,1,(5)11%)) -f[yn{{ ))|IVd/.-/(ä(V))

by independence of í^ and yni/_,. For (j - \)/n < s < t < v'//j, pn(t) =

p„(s) so their difference is zero.

Lemma 2. Compactness inequality for {y„}. Let V c W be a neighborhood of

e. Then, as in Lemma 3 of part 4,

nT„ + n6„

Q„(r;Mv < 8\\%) <sup     2      sup \\fxV(Yy) - fxy(Y)-dGnk(y)
T,x     „r„+l        Y   \J

for  every   stopping   time   a < 1,   where   T„ = jn(T),   8„ = j„(8), fxV(z) =

fv(x-xz).

Proof. Same as in Lemma 3 of part 4.

Denote the expression in the right-hand side of the compactness inequality

for x — e by "2(fv, n, 8, T). The compactness lemma of part 2b, # 1 shows

that the following imply compactness.

1. lt6|0lt sup^St/r, ". 8, T) = 0.

2.

Qn{y(oyly(r;Mu) e c; (r;-MU < i)||^) < e„(C),

where ltCÎG It sup^^e^C) = 0.

In 1, uniformity in x is assured since fxV are translates of fv, so estimates

tovfxV at x correspond to those îoxfv at e.

Lemma 3. Compactness for yn(t). The family { y„(t)} is weakly compact.

Proof. For a function / in Ck°°., denote a bound for / and its derivatives

through third order by ||/||. Here/ = fv.

Consider a typical term in 2(/^, n, 8, T) of the form

sup|r/(yy)-/(y)-a-GflA(y).
Y   \J

For clarity denote mnk by m, dGnk and dFnk, respectively, by dG and dF, and

introduce the function g(u) = f(Yu). The estimates below will hold uniformly

in Y.

Then

/g(y) - 8(e) ■ dG(y) = f g(xm~x) - g(e) ■ dF(x).

Using Taylor's expansion (part 2a, #2) for x, m £ U, expand around m and

rearrange to get
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22/j %!>,(*) - M«)][*W - *»] • ̂ W

+ (R(x,m)2 [*,(*) - <i»,(w)]2- dF(x)

+ f.g(xm-x) - g(e) - 2 «,•(*, W - *,(»»)) • rfF(x)

+ /2<*Mx) -^(m))dF(x)
J   t

= (1) + (2) + (3) + zero   by definition of m.

Note that

,-lM ~   _      q~      „/v^-h3      ,     -K, 32

these a's being bounded in absolute value by ||/||.  U is taken to be a

continuity set of M (1, dx).

Now consider a sum of such terms from K = nT„ + 1 to «Fn + nS„. As

« -» oo, (2), the remainder term, is bounded by

(  sup   \R(x,m)\)[^Aii(T+8,U)-Aii(T,U))
vx,m6 {/ ' \   I I

<(  sup   \R(x,m)\)\tTA(\)+,2 [<¡>2(x)M(\,dx)),
Kx,m<=U 7\ ¿   JU j

which goes to zero as U shrinks to (e). Choose U small to control these

terms. For the (1) terms, It sup as n -» oo is bounded by

11/11[iMT+S, U) - A„(T, t/)) = 11/11 • (tvA(T+ 8) - XrA(T))

+ / 2*/(*)[A/(r + 5, dx) - M(T, dx)],
v j

which goes to zero with 5 uniformly in T.

The (3) terms, as n -» oo, are bounded by

(211/11 + 2«-||*|| ||/||)[M(F+ 5, Ù) - M(T, U)\

which goes to zero with 5 uniformly in T.

So condition 1 holds. For condition 2, take C = UK for K a compact set

containing U.

Then
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Qn(y(°yxyW(o)u) e ci (t;mu < 1)11^)

< Q„ (y (O nas a jump > size of K)

<Mn(l,K).

Taking It sup as n -» oo, K can be taken large enough to make the right-hand

side arbitrarily near zero, by weak convergence of the Mn(l, dx).

Now to see what the martingales associated with y (0 are.

Lemma 4. Martingales for y (t). Lety(t) be any limit point of {yn(t)}. For any

f 6 C?,

M(0 -/WO) -/'/      f(y(s)y)-f(y(s))

-*2<t>j(y)¥(y(s))-M(ds,dy)

\ Jf'2 2 (*6 - 2 pk% )f(y(')) • dAv(s)

is a martingale.

Proof. Referring to the above proof, now with an arbitrary / in Ck°°, the

martingales ju,„(0 equal

ÍMQ) - Î ff(r.{ if1 )y) - /(?.{^ )) ■ *- W

-ÍMQ) -1 [//(,,( *=i )-C') -/(>.( *fi ))

- 2 < (</>/(*) - *,(»**)) • dF« (*)
i

•(*,(*)-^(m^-aF^f*)

+ //?(*, in*) 2 (*,-(*) - *,K*))2 ' dFnk (x)
->u ¡

= f{yn(Q)-[Bn(t, u) + c„(t, u) + Rn(t, u)],

where
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and

<*"ap*/WiT1)J0,il)|

*~m«*

First let «—» oo, then let U shrink to {e} via M (I, ax)-continuity sets. The

above proof shows that It sup„_00/?„(i, U) goes to zero as U shrinks. Note

that the B and C terms are Riemann sums approximating integrals. Bn(t, U)

becomes

ff.f(y(s)y) -f(y(s)) - 2*/O0tf CK*)) • **{&, dy)
JQ Ju i

as U shrinks to {e}, the v-integral extends over the set G — {e}. And (see part

2a, #2) C„(t, U) converges to

\ f 2 2 U§ - 2pttk)f(y(s)) • \dAv(s) + f<bi(x)4>J(x)M(ds, dx) .
o  /   j \ k        I L ^

The M term goes to zero as U shrinks to {e}.

To prove the martingale property, proceed as in the proof of Lemma 4 of

part 4. For each n, consider p„(t) as a functional of the paths in DG[0, 1].

These are uniformly bounded, since as n -» oo they are bounded by

2 2*,O0<Mv)-M(l,a>) + (2||y]|+«T|/|| |H|)A/(1, V)\
i      J I

+ 2</2||/||. (n-maxlpi'l).tr^(l).

Proposition. For a«y bounded continuous functional <j> on DG[0, I],

(<f>p„(t))„ converges to <<i>/x(0) along any subsequence such that the correspond-

ing measures converge.

Proof. p„(t) consists of two parts, /(vn(/n(0)) and me integral terms.

/(y(/,(0)) converges to f(y(t)) uniformly on any set of functions in DG[0, 1]

that are continuous at / and contained in some compact set of DG[0, 1]. So it

is sufficient to check that Q(y: f(y(t)) is not continuous at v) = zero. This

follows by stochastic continuity of y as in the proof of Lemma 4, part 4. The

integral terms converge uniformly on compact sets of DG[0, 1], first as « -» oo

(part 2b, #4), and then as U shrinks to {e}.

To apply the proposition, again note that the martingale property (u(OII^)

= jti(s) is equivalent to </i(0&> = (p(s)4>sy for every bounded, continuous

§,-measurable <bs, while % c %Á¡) so that <ft,(Ofc>ii = <!">,(■*)&>,, since ju» is
in fact a martingale.
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By the proposition, <juw(/)<í>í>n converges to <ju(0<fc> and (p„(s)(bsy„ to

(p(s)<t>s) so that these are equal too.

The processes {y„} are compact and any limit point has associated

martingales. The Martingale Characterization Theorem now implies there is a

unique limit that is a stochastically continuous process with independent

increments. (See end of the next section.)

c.   Compactness  for   {z„(0}.   The   approximating   processes   z„(0 =

x„(t)mn(t)~x are related toy„(t) by the equations

Z„y - mn( 3—¿- j YnJmny ̂~- )       and    zn(t) - fi Znj.

Like YnJ, ZnJ are independent, 1 < / < n, for each n so that the following is

immediate (see Lemma 1).

Lemma 5. Let f be in Q°°. Then, for every n,

-m - /(«.aw» - ¡|' //(*.( ̂ )')

is a martingale.

The proof of compactness for {z„} is exactly parallel to that for {y„}

except that the typical term to be estimated is of the form

-ff($mzm-l)-f($)-dG(z),

denoting zn((k — \)/ri) by £, mn((k — \)/n) by m and G„¿ by G. It is

important to note here that m denotes the cumulative mean function up to

time (k — \)/n and so may not become infinitesimal as n -> oo.

Note also the following:

Lemma 6. Preservation of neighborhoods. Let (<£, W) be the standard

coordinate patch. Let K be any compact set. For any set S, denote the set

{k~xsk: k G K, s G S) by K~XSK. Let Vbe a given neighborhood of e. Then:

1. There is a neighborhood of e, N, such that K~XNK C W.AndK~xN'Kc

Wfor any N' c N; these shrink to {e} with N'.

2. There is a neighborhood ofe, N", such that N" C K~XVK.

Proof. 1. Suppose x„ -» e and there are points kn in K such that k~xx„kn is

not in W. By compactness of K, choose a subsequence of kn converging to k.
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Then along that subsequence, k~xxnkn converges to e, a contradiction.

Once in W, the shrinking of these neighborhoods can be controlled in

terms of coordinates.

2. In fact, K ~ 'VK = U kefck~ 'Vk is open and contains e since V does.

Note particularly that K — {m„(t), m(t)}„0<t<x is compact by uniform

convergence of mn(t).

Recalling the { y„} case, the following can be taken together.

Lemma 7. Compactness of {z„(0}- The family {z„(0} is weakly compact.

Lemma 8. Martingales for z(t). For z(t) any limit point of {z„(0} and

f e Q»,

p(t)=f(z(t))-ff        f(z(s)m(s)zm(syx)

~f(z(s)) -2<>j(zh(s)f(z(s)) ■ M(ds, dz)
j

- \ /'2 2 U(s)Vj(s) -2PÏVk(s))f(z(s)) ■ dA0(s)
z "'O    /    j \ k I

is a martingale, where 17,(5) = Adm(i)|,.

Proof. The proofs are essentially the same as for {yn} noting the follow-

ing:

1. The auxiliary function g(u) = f($mum~x). To compute its derivatives in

terms of/, use the adjoint mappings as follows:

/(fe'A<U) = Ad„#(0-
d_
dt

Similarly,

íxí2g(z) = Adm(tx)AdJ$2)f(l).

So all derivatives '£ become 'Adm^.

Recall that

AdM| = 2 Ad^.
* = i

These numbers are uniformly bounded in all indices since the w's are in a

compact set and Adm depends smoothly on m.

2. Estimates for {z„} are thus the same as for {y„) since the Ad terms

introduce finite sums with uniformly bounded coefficients. Lemma 6 allows

validity of the Taylor expansion and precludes extimates depending on U
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from being affected by the inner automorphisms involved.

3. Referring to Lemma 4, '/?„' and *C„' terms determined the limiting

martingales. Forz(0 : Bn terms:

-/(z„( ±=¡± )) - f a¡fa{z) • dFnk (z)

becomes

JJG[e]f(z(s)m(s)zm(syx)-f(z(s))

~'2<¡>j(z)vj(s)f(z(s))-M(ds,dz).
J-i

C„ terms:

2 / \ 2 2 <$[*(*) - *, K*)][*,(*) - *,fo*)] • «i^ (*)

becomes

f' i 2 2 (%(*)*(*) - 2 rffcwVw*)) • ¿W-

Writing the Ad's as matrices and rearranging second order terms yields the

following expression for v(t):

- 2 2 h(z)MkAs)U(z(s)) ■ M(ds, dz)
k    i

-\f'2 2wxm) -dcv(s)

+ \ /'2 2 2 2 flfAdk^f (z(j)) • ̂ ,(5),
¿ J0    i    j    k     I

where </C(r) = Adm(í)í¿4 (OAd* (/).
The characterization theorem implies convergence of z„(0 to z(0 which is

stochastically continuous and has independent increments. For observe that

the limiting processes y(0 and z(0 are exactly of the type considered in that

theorem. The 'y' martingales are a special case of the 'z' martingales with

m(t) identically equal to e, and for z(0 with parameters (m, A, M):
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f(z(t))-ff       f(z(s)z)-f(z(s))
J0 JG-{e]

-^j(zW(z(s))-N(ds,dz)
j

4/'2 2í,#(s))'^(í)

-fZU^W-dB^s)
J0   k

is a martingale for every /in Q°°, where since

N(dt, dz) = M(dt, m(tyxdzm(t)),

then N(t, dz) is a Levy measure function,

a-C(0 = Adm(í)í¿4(0Ad:(O,

implies C(0 is a covariance function, and

¿»*(0-T222p/Ad«w^(o
¿ t j i

+ fG_ e \\k(z)-^J(m(tyxzm(t))Adki^N(dt,dz)

yields B(t) as a function of bounded variation; note that the integrand is

uniformly bounded in / and z and is of second order in z at e.

The following is now immediate.

Lemma 9. Convergence ofx„(t). The family {xn(t)} is compact and converges

to the process x(t) corresponding to the limit z(t) of {z„(0} such that x(t) =

z(t)m(t), in distribution. x(t) is a stochastically continuous process with inde-

pendent increments.

Lemma 10. Uniqueness of the representation x(t) = z(t)m(t). Suppose x(t) =

zx(t)mx(t) and also x(t) = z2(t)m2(t), in distribution, where z, and z2 are as

above, with parameters (mx,Ax, Mx) and (m2, A2, M^, respectively. Then mx =

m2, Ax = A2 and M, s M2.

Proof. Since z,(0m,(0 = z2(t)m2(t),

z,(0 - z2(t)m2(t)mx(tyx= z2(t)b(t)

where 6(0 is continuous. As seen above, in standard form, the z martingales

are determined by functions B, C, and N where

1. N(dt, dx) = M(dt, m(t)-xdxm(t));

2.dC(t) = Adm(t)dA(t)Ad*m(t);
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3.

¿M0 = J22 2pMd*'(0^(0
¿ i j I

+ /(**(*) -^j(m(tyxzm(t))AdkJl(t)jN(dt, dz).

These B, C, N are the 'B, A, M' of the Uniqueness of Parameters Theorem.

Thus:

1. Nx(dt, dx) = N2(dt, b(t)dxb(tyx).

2. dCx(t) = AdmdC2(t)Ad*ß(t).
3. ¿(0 is of bounded variation and

dBXk(t) = ^AdkJ(l)dB2J(t) + dbk(t)

¡[Uz) -^j(b(t)zb(tyx)Ad%t)yx (dt, dz).

j

+

Let/t(0 = m(t)~x.

1. Mx(dt, dx) = M2(dt, dx).
2.

^.(0=Ad^œaC,(0Ad;i(/)

= Ad^^Ad^jaTj (0Ad|(/)Ad*i(;)

= Ad^dC^Ad*^,^ dA2(t).

dBxk(t) = \ 2Ad^(r)2 2 2p/'Ad>wa>l2,?r(0
*    j q     r     s

+ 2/(Ad^,)<í»,(z)-2<í>í(/«2(0_,^2(0)Ad^)A<(o)

•M2(dt, m2(t)~xdzm2(t)) + dbk(t)

+ j(<t>k(z) -2 <l>j(b(t)zb(tyx)AdkJ(l)jN2(dt,b(t)dzb(tyX)

= dBXk(t) + dbk(t).

So dbk(t) = 0. b, thus being constant, identically equals 6(0) =

m2(0)mx(0)~x = £. And m2(t) = mx(t). This completes the proof of the limit

theorem.
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6. Representation theorem for processes with independent increments. Let

z(0 be a given stochastically continuous process with independent incre-

ments. To get a representation z(t)m(t) for x(t), define

Since x(t) is stochastically continuous, uniformly on [0, 1], the Xnj are

uniformly small variables and the approximating processes x„(t) are weakly

convergent to x(t). What is needed is the convergence of the mean functions,

covariance step-functions and measure-functions to limiting parameters

(m, A, M). (Notation will be as in the limit theorem.)

Since these approximating parameters are step-functions, compactness will

follow from the equicontinuity conditions:

1. mn(0) = e. For every Ux, there are 5 > 0 and N > 0 such that n > N

and \s — t\ < 8 implies mn(s)~xm„(t) is in £/,.

2. Mn(0, dx) = 0. Mn(t, dx) restricted to U2 satisfies:

It It sup   sup   \M„(t,Ü2)-Mn(s,Ü2)\=0.
SiO w-»co   \s-t\<8]       v '

It  It sup   sup Mn(t, K) = 0;   K's compact.
K\G n-»oo   0<f<l

3.An(0,U3) = 0.

It It sup   sup   \AnM(t, U3)-AnJJ(s, £/3)|=0,
04O  /i-»oo   |i-i|<S

where Ux, U2 and t/3 are given neighborhoods of e.

A symmetric neighborhood of e, U, is of the form V~XV = {v~\v: v, w G

V) for some neighborhood of e, V. And any neighborhood of e contains a

symmetric neighborhood of e.

Note that it is sufficient for the above to consider the limits with t > s and

the E/'s symmetric neighborhoods.

Lemma 1. Let C be a neighborhood oft. For Mn(t, dx) restricted to Û:

1. M„(t, dx) are equicontinuous.

2. h>TGlt supn^M sup0</<1Mn(/, K) = 0.

3. Along a subsequence, ff(x)Mn(t, dx) converges for every bounded

continuous f that is identically zero on U.

Proof. 1. U can be taken to be of the form V~XV, as noted above. Then

(1)

(2)
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\M„(t + h,Ü)-M„(t,Ü)\

=      2      P(X„j EÜ)< - 2iog(i - P{XnJ E Ü))
t<j/n<t+h

= -logllFpg E U) - - log P (all*,,,. EU;t<j/n<t+ h)
j

<SUP(-log P(T/(r)r > A||^r)),

since if all x(k/n) are in x(J/n)V, k>j, then all increments x((k —

l)/n)-xx(k/n)aiTeinU,

= sup(-log(l - Ptf^v < h\\$T))),

which goes to zero with h by stochastic continuity of x(t).

2. Similarly, assuming K is of the form C~XC for a compact set C,

sup M„(t, K) < M„(l, K) « 2 i^, e *)

< -log(l - P(tc < 1)),

0</<l

which goes to zero as C\G.

3. For t > s,

1/f(x)(M„(t, dx) - Mn(s, dx))  < sup |/(x)| \M„(t, Û) - Mn(s, Û)\,
x£G

so ff(x)M„(t, dx) are equicontinuous. Choosing a countable dense set of/'s,

diagonalization yields a universal subsequence for convergence.

Lemma 2. 1. m„(t) are equicontinuous.

2. k„(t) = A„(t, U) are equicontinuous for any neighborhood ofe, U.

Proof. First, by the remark preceding Lemma 1, translating the parameters

so that any starting time can be assumed to be zero is sufficient.

Observe that regardless of the boundedness of m„(t), the increments mnk

are uniformly small (as in the limit theorem). Define Tv to be the first time

(nonrandom) that m„(t) exits from V, for V a neighborhood of e with V

compact. Then a subsequence of mn(Tv) converges to an element of V (this

holds even if m„(t) does not exit from V, i.e., Tv = oo). It can be assumed

also that, for n large, m„(Ty) is in V2.

Next note that equicontinuity of A„(t, U) is equivalent to that of

txA„(t, U). And set k„(t) = tr A„(t, U). For 5 > 0, denote by Sg the first

time k„(t) > 8; setting S£ = oo if k„(t) < 8, 0 < t < 1. Also, the increments

of k„(t) are uniformly small, so a subsequence of kn(Sg) converges to 8 as

n -» oo. And it can be assumed that kn(Sg) < 28 for n large.
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Suppose m„(t) and/or kn(t) are not equicontinuous. Then there are V, a

symmetric neighborhood of e and/or 8 > 0 such that an= Ty A Sg con-

verges to zero. Infinitely often, either:

(a) o„ = Ty, or
(b)a„ = S5n.

Case (a). k„(t) < 25 on 0 < / < a„ = Tv < Sg. k„(t) is a nonnegative,

increasing step-function. Choose an increasing mapping \pn(t); [0, 1] -» [0, o„]

such that, for s < t, kn(^n(t)) - kn(^n(s)) < 48(t - s). Then k„ ° \¡/„ are

equicontinuous on [0, 1]. Along a subsequence, the measure functions

M„(t, dx) converge to an M (I, dx) (away from e); in fact, since $„(l) -» 0, by

Lemma 2, M„(\j/„(t), dx) < Mn(\p„(l), dx) converges to zero uniformly on

[0, 1]. The estimates for compactness of zn(\}/n(t)) hold since {mn(t)} „>00<l<x

is contained in a compact set. Choose a subsequence such that zn(\p„(t))

converges to z(t). Then xn(xl>„(t)) = z„(4>„(t))mn(\P„(t)) implies that m„(^„(t))

is compact (as a set of functions) since x„(4>„(t)) and zn(\p„(f)) are weakly

compact. And along an appropriate subsequence, ^(^„(O) -» x(0) =

z(t)m(t), where m(t) is continuous by stochastic continuity of z(t). Further-

more, x(0) has the unique representation with parameters (e, 0, 0). So m(t) =

e. But m(\) = It^^m^Ty) is on dV, contradiction.

Case (b). Just as for case (a), fa. [0, l]->[0, an] can be chosen such that

k„(\pn(t)) are equicontinuous yielding a representation x(0) = z(t)m(t) with

parameters (/m, ̂ 4, M) = (e, 0, 0). But tr A(l, U) = lt^^^iSs") - 8 > 0,

contradiction.

Theorem. x(r) Aaj a i/n/awe representation z(t)m(t) with parameters

(m,A,M).

Proof. For U a neighborhood of e, Lemma 2 implies that a subsequence of

M„(t, dx) converges on U. Diagonalization yields a subsequence of M„(t, dx)

converging on every Up for Uj a sequence of neighborhoods decreasing to

{e}. This determines M(t, dx). Lemmas 1 and 2 imply that along a

subsequence as n -» oo, m„(t), A„(t, U), and Mn(t, dx) converge uniformly on

[0, 1]; U is chosen to be an M (I, ax)-continuity neighborhood. The limit

theorem applies to yield x(t) = z(t)m(t) with parameters (m, A, M), since

xn(t) = zn(t)m„(t) converges to x(t) by construction.

Remark. Note that if m(t) is of bounded variation, the Uniqueness of

Parameters Theorem 2 implies that

f(x(t)) -fAdll{s)L(ds)f(x(s)) -/'24/"(*W) dmk(s)
Jo Jo k

is a martingale for every / in Ck°°, where L(ds) is the generator for z(t) and

p(t) = m(t)-x
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/(*(0) ~ilL   , Ä^)m(^)zm(syxm(s)) -f(x(s))

- 2 *j(z)Ad»(sMs)f(x(s)) • M(ds, dz)
j

- 2 I 2 2 Ad^T^Ad^T^i)/^)) • dAu(s)
0 »   y

+ ('2(2 2pmj(s) - dm^Ad^M^f^s))
0   k   \   i     j I

-/WO)-ff     /(*(')*)-/(*(*))
■'O •'C-fi)

-2*(*H/(*('))-^(*.&)
y

- \ J['2 2 (iC - 2 «&)/(*(*)) • ¿W

-f2€fc/(*W)^W
•'O   k

is a martingale for every/in Ck, since

A<WKO = AdnU)Admü¿ " Ad/j(í)m(/)¿ = f.

Corollary. Fuery stochastically continuous process with independent incre-

ments is the weak limit of processes determined by martingales.

Proof. Let x(t) have the representation z(t)m(t). Approximate m(t)

uniformly on [0, 1] by smooth mk(t), so that xk(t) = z(t)mk(t) are determined

by martingales and converge to x(t) = z(t)m(t).
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